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Hello! I don't know who is on the other side. Global warming is out of control, it is
accelerating. Between 2025 to 2030 a tipping point may emerge and positive feedbacks
kick into domino. The worst that can happen to us is that the planet becomes totally
uninhabitable,  according to  the  extreme hypothesis  of  Dr.  James Hansen,  regarding
runaway warming.

Since September 2022 I decided to act, I barely sleep. I am completing the matrices of
the portal  systems to attend to  the planetary  climatic  emergency.  If  everything gets
worse and you are the father of a family, I, you, everyone and your children have a high
probability of dying from the effect of hyper-accelerated climate change.

During these months I have asked people if they want to save themselves from dying
from global warming. They all say yes. When I ask them what they are willing to do,
they all want to get paid for spending time on this cause. In other words, they want to be
saved and at the same time get paid for it. That's too much!

If we all continue behaving like this, locked in our bubbles of greed and selfishness, we
will end up worse than the Atlanteans, this time without an ark and without Noah. That
is, no survivors.

It is not necessary to donate money. It's not all money. You can help and cooperate in
many ways. Now the scientific report of the Gaia Team is urgently needed, to specify
the next breaking point of the climatic anomaly. We are organizing gala dinners to raise

https://mayday.live/campaign-of-gaia-team


funds for this purpose. Participating in the organization of these events is one way to
help.

Read the link and the full notes. https://mayday.live/campaign-of-gaia-team

If we don't cooperate with each other, we are doomed.

We  are  trying  to  organize  three  gala  dinners  in  New  York,  Los  Angeles  and
Washington, to raise funds for the Gaia Team science team. It is very important that
celebrities support these events. Now I reiterate the information. Please read it.

The funds raised will be administered by American Bank directly.

Let  me explain  something to  you,  the  recent  IPCC report,  which is  very  worrying,
however  it  still  does  not  take  into  account  the  impact  of  positive  feedbacks  in  the
domino effect of global warming. That is why the Gaia Team report is urgent. This is
something I discussed with William J. Ripple (PhD) in 2020. I published a book on the
subject.  Ripple now in 2023, together with Wolf and three US universities confirmed
the risk of the potential of positive feedbacks to hyperaccelerate global warming. Other
scientists are starting to join in. But we must act quickly, we have 2 to 5 years left to act
and be able to avoid the worst, then the change will be unstoppable

MASTEREARTH TO SAVE THE WORLD Chlatrate rifle active in 2025/30?: There is
no time left to avoid catastrophe. Extreme measures would be applied

Humanity is going through a deep crisis of growth accelerated by technological change,
by Global Warming, by overpopulation, by ecological variations and by the potential
for hostile alien intrusion before the end of the present 21st century.The best human
resources must be brought together to as...

http://gaia.team.greeninterbanks.com/scientist.htm

I live in Argentina, we are proceeding with the registration of GSL Systems, or Global
Solidarity as a corporation in the USA, our headquarters will be located in Columbia,
Maryland

Thanks for reading. Now reflect on the information received

https://www.linkedin.com/in/roberto-guillermo-gomes/

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

IRREVERSIBLE  TURNING  POINTS Professor  Johan  Rockström,  Director  of  the
Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research, and Dr David Armstrong McKay of the
University of Exeter warn that giant ice sheets, ocean currents and permafrost regions
may already be past the point irreversible inflection. 

https://youtu.be/0_VsnrdQNf8
https://www.exeter.ac.uk/research/gsi/news/news/articles/title_928687_en.php
https://www.amazon.com/-/es/Roberto-Guillermo-Gomes/dp/6203046671/ref=sr_1_1?__mk_es_US=%C3%85M%C3%85%C5%BD%C3%95%C3%91&crid=38SY40PDUFY7T&keywords=masterearth&qid=1679742638&s=books&sprefix=masterearth%2Cstripbooks-intl-ship%2C326&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.com/-/es/Roberto-Guillermo-Gomes/dp/6203046671/ref=sr_1_1?__mk_es_US=%C3%85M%C3%85%C5%BD%C3%95%C3%91&crid=38SY40PDUFY7T&keywords=masterearth&qid=1679742638&s=books&sprefix=masterearth%2Cstripbooks-intl-ship%2C326&sr=1-1
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2023/02/230217120546.htm
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2023/02/230217120546.htm
https://mayday.live/campaign-of-gaia-team


The collapse of the Greenland glaciers is in an active phase and accelerating with the
current 1.1º C increase in global temperature. Ocean levels can rise rapidly. 

The  North  Atlantic  haline  current  may  collapse,  disrupting  the  rainfall  cycles  that
billions of people depend on for food. Permafrost rich in carbon and methane gas can
thaw abruptly. When the threshold of 1.5º C is reached, there will be changes in the vast
northern forests and losses in almost all mountain glaciers. 

The researchers indicate that the world is heading towards a warming of 2/3º C, which
will activate 16 tipping points and others in cascade. With possible destabilization of the
Amazon rainforest and its irreversible loss, affecting the climate of the entire planet.

When the threshold of 1.5º C is reached, there will  be changes in the vast northern
forests  and losses  in  almost  all  mountain  glaciers.  The researchers  indicate  that  the
world is heading towards a warming of 2/3º C, which will activate 16 tipping points and
others in cascade. 

With possible destabilization of the Amazon rainforest and its irreversible loss, affecting
the climate of the entire planet. The extinction of tropical coral reefs will also take place
along with changes in the West African monsoon and the Indian summer monsoon, with
likely loss of oxygen from the ocean. 

In addition, the melting of the Antarctic glaciers will be accelerated. 

THE FIRST 6 CLIMATE POINTS OF "NO RETURN" 
• The collapse of the Greenland ice sheet. 
• The collapse of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet. 
• The collapse of the oceanic circulation in the polar region of the North Atlantic. 
• Extinction of coral reefs in low latitudes. 
• Sudden melting of permafrost (permanently frozen ground layer) in northern regions. •
Abrupt loss of sea ice in the Barents Sea.

HOPE

If the Gaia Team's scientific report confirms that we are close to a tipping point from
which global warming hyperaccelerates, fear not.

I  publicly  warned  about  this  situation  in  2009.  Nobody  listened.  In  2020  I  wrote
Masterearth. Nobody listened. Now we are in trouble, with a window of opportunity of
only a few years to dampen the worst of global warming.

In these  years  I  have had time to think  about  an Emergency Master  Plan.  At  GSL
Systems we are already working to fully activate it.

We must all work together, synchronized, cooperatively and in solidarity. Either we do
or we may become extinct.



I am not saying that I am right, nor the absolute truth. I am working so that the Gaia
Team scientists can get to work and measure the risk of the next tipping point, when
positive feedbacks will kick in. When will this happen and how big will it be? Then we
will all know what needs to be done and how to do it in the short and medium term.
And I add that according to the prediction of the WMO in the next five years we will
break the threshold of 1.5 to 1.8º C, with a 40% probability.

Thanks for read these message sir

Cordially

Arch. Roberto Guillermo Gomes

CEO of GlobalSolidarity.Live, Mayday.Live, Greeninterbanks.com


